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Fun & Games

A Facelift? but, She’s ONLY 20?

The Media Theatre for the performing Arts is
a growing non-profit organization that has been
operating as the only professional theatre in Delaware County since the year 2000. Located
in downtown Media on beautiful State St.,
The Media theatre was originally constructed in
1927 as a vaudeville house also featuring “talkies”. The ornate physical structure of the Media
Theatre certainly represents the historic presence and unique value of downtown Media.
Built in 1927 by Samuel Dembow as Media’s
third and largest movie theatre, it was designed
by the firm of Magazine, Eberhard, and Harris. Harris Brodsky decorated the interior in the
English Renaissance style. The theatre opened

site for vaudeville shows, Media High School
graduations and community events. The building was acquired by Walter M. Strine who converted it into the Media Theatre for the Performing Arts in 1994 in honor of his wife, Elizabeth
and her lifelong love of music.
In 1993, Walter Strine Sr. purchased the theatre
and undertook a massive renovation of over $1
million, which restored the theatre to is former
aesthetic glory. The Media Theatre produces
five musicals each year.
This year is the theatres 20th year anniversary.
In honor of the anniversary the theatre is going
through a rebranding. As part of revitalizing the
image of the theatre Digital Impact was called

Media Theatre Before Exterior Rennovation

in August 1927 with a screening of “The Jazz
Singer” starring Al Jolson, the 1st motion picture with sound. Admission was 25 cents. The
Theatre served for nearly 75 years as a movie
palace displaying the magic of motion picture to
generations of Media residents. It was also the

in to change the dated look of the front of the
building. Digital Impacts vision was to add a
Wow factor face-lift. The idea was to have the
front of the building scream the talent that happens inside the building.
Continued on page 2

There is nothing like autumn. For me, no
season quite compares to the beauty and
pleasure I experience each year as summer
turns into autumn.
There are many reasons to love the season
of autumn. One of the biggest is the beauty
of the season. If you were privileged to grow
up in an area that had a true autumn, then
you know all about the way the colors of the
earth move from bright greens to the mixture
of tones that is golden, orange, red, and
burgundy. You know that the colors begin
to change slowly, as if they will soon become a dead brown, and then the brillance
of autumn colors emerges from every area of
trees. The beauty of autumn is in the diversity of the colors and in their warmth.
Another great thing about autumn is the
way it marks a new beginning. At least for
children and youth who are enjoying summer break, the beginning of autumn marks
for them the start of a whole new year.
There is excitement over what the new year
of classes, teachers, and friends will bring.
And parents love the beginning of autumn
because it means their kids are once again
spending their days safely in school. Parents
know that autumn means their children are
learning and growing again. Autumn marks
the chance to begin again and to enjoy all of
the pleasures of the season.
The season of autumn holds many special
and unique things to do. Do you remember
going to a pumpkin patch to pick out the
perfect pumpkin? Did your family or friends
have a carving party to see who could create
the most unique or the scariest faces in
Continued on page 3
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Continued from page 1
Ocean Design Creative Director Rick Rutkowski and VT Group President/CEO Bob Mormile sat down with the Media Theater
Companies powers to be and put a plan in motion.
After 1 month of graphic design and conceptual renderings the final art was approved. With an opening night deadline rapidly approaching
the Digital Impact Team went into high gear. They were able to print and install is less that 1 week. Opening night was a success and the
theatre again is the talk off the town.
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What’s New at the “GROUP”
Digital Impact continues to test its digital print capability
on new products. One of the current products undergoing testing is a non-flammable, non-toxic polyester
sheet that is 100% recyclable and used as a stretch wall
and ceiling covering to renovate, repair or enhance
any residential or commercial space. Not only is this
product eco-friendly, it’s virtually maintenance free and
will never crack, flake, warp, fade or peel.
DI has also begun testing on conVerd Board. This is
a bright white (brightness factor of 97+) paper based
board that offers a dimensionally stable rigid surface
designed for indoor and short-term outdoor point-ofpurchase and sign specifications. It is available in various calipers both coated and uncoated and features
a unique green core that helps it achieve maximum
sustainability.
Digital Impact recently purchased a 48” Acrylic Sheet
Bending Stripheater. This piece of equipment allows

us to bend digitally printed acrylic sheets ranging in
thickness from 1/16” to 1/2” allowing DI to fabricate
high-resolution signage and protective shrouds.
VT Graphics recently added an Opti-Mount MK
Win 3000 mounting and proofing machine. This
mounting system, which was specifically developed for
the corrugated post-print industry, includes a windows
operating computer running special mounting software
and features two high magnification cameras with digital
zoom. This highly efficient and accurate machine will
boost productivity in VT’s plate mounting department
and help us better serve our customers.
VT Graphics just acquired a corrugated baler to help
with the efficient collection and recycling of paperboard waste. This baler complements the one already
in operation at the Digital Impact facility. The VT
Group’s commitment to sustainability is ongoing.

The VT Group welcomes a new company to its organization.
Watch for a profile of Forte in our next newsletter.

These Aren’t Your FATHERS Anilox Rolls!
The quality of flexographic printing has improved
significantly over the last decade and will continue
to advance as innovations in print technology are
introduced to the printing process. These new advancements in flexo printing have led to printers
scheduling complex designs that normally would only
run gravure or offset to run on their flexo presses and
the results are amazing. High quality flexo printing is
now producing the fine tonal elements of images that
were previously achieved only by more sophisticated
print processes.
Advancements in press technology, computerto-plate, polymer and new ink formulations are all
contributing factors to the improvements seen in
flexo printing and there is little doubt that continued research in these areas will foster additional
improvements. Prepress houses are utilizing innovative screening techniques to create fine tonal reproductions, including skin tones and high-end polymer
printing plates are now capable of holding the fine
dots necessary to reproduce these types of images.
HD (High Definition) Flexo is now established as
part of the printing industry and with the ability to
reproduce high resolution images with smooth vignettes, sharp details, intense colors, and high contrasts, it’s here to stay.
When examining the enhancements to flexo press
technology, no part of the press has a more important function than the anilox roll. The function of the
anilox roll is to deliver a measured amount of ink to
the flexo printing plate to facilitate the transfer of the
finest image possible to the printed substrate. The
anilox roll is constructed as a hard cylinder covered
with millions of tiny engraved cells that hold a precise
volume of ink. The larger and deeper the cells, the
more the volume of ink delivered to the plate. With
the advent of HD Flexo printing plates, advancements in anilox roll engineering are necessary to keep
pace with the state-of-the-art screening solutions now
being produced. Anilox rolls have to be capable
of delivering just the exact volume of ink needed to
coat the tiny flat top dots now being held on polymer plates and avoid bridging. Printing plates and
anilox rolls work hand in hand and must be properly
matched in order to deliver the highest quality flexo
print achievable.
There are a number of companies working on advanced anilox roll technologies. In the next two sections we’ll be highlighting efforts by both Pamarco
Global Graphics and Apex.
Pamarco Global Graphics has developed high definition rolls utilizing EFlo-HD PHD cell engravings.
The unique technology Pamarco uses to manufacture

these rolls is called Bitmap Cell technology. PHD
cells are formed by creating custom images via Bitmap. The digitized images are transferred to the laser
engraving head, which custom-sculpts the cells recreating the Bitmap outline. The cells produced have
a much smoother cavity and more consistent, level,
and higher defined cell walls which give the engraving its release characteristics, thus allowing more ink
to the plates at higher line screens. These HD rolls
lay down a consistent thin layer of ink on the dot
surface, which is key when applying ink onto flat top
dot technology or a combination of different FM
and AM dot sizes. Unlike conventional plates, HD
plates use a number of variable dot sizes. The only
way to take advantage of the benefits associated with
these plates is to use a HD anilox that transfers ink
efficiently, producing a sharper and cleaner dot along
with a higher contrast of color.
Apex is another company in the forefront of anilox
roll development. With traditional anilox rolls becoming more extreme in specifications and perhaps even
exhausting their potential for optimization, Apex has
introduced a new technology to manufacture intelligent metering rolls. This patented new technology is
called “Genetic Transfer Technology” (GTT). Neither the surface material nor metering structure can be
compared with any current anilox technology. There
are no screen counts, cell depths or wall opening

ratios to specify for the new roll. The measurable volumes relating to the amount of ink applied by the roll
are no longer comparable with the ink application
characteristics of an anilox roll. Engraved channels
replace the cell engravings that make up a traditional
anilox roll. Whereas doctor blade pressure can trap
ink and air into the cells of conventional rolls, GTT
metered rolls allow the ink to flow easily and air free
through channels, improving ink transfer to the plate.
One GTT roll can cover the print options of a number of different anilox screens. This means that the
complete inventory of conventional anilox rolls now
required to print the whole scale of print possibilities
can be eliminated or significantly reduced and replaced with only 1 to a few standardized metering
rolls. This GTT metering roll technology is popular
in Europe and beginning to gain a foothold in North
America, with more and more converters willing to
test these rolls with the “Smart” surface.
Whether flexo printers pursue high tech anilox rolls
or new technology metering rolls, you can be sure
that advanced systems that transfer ink to plates will
not only be integral but will be necessary to attain
true high quality HD printing.
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the pumpkins? Did you bake the seeds of the
pumpkins and enjoy them later? Or perhaps
you remember going for long walks through
the woods and collecting the autumn leaves
that had perfectly fallen from the trees. There is
something special about seeing how each leaf
turns into a unique expression of autumn colors taking over the summer hues. Maybe you
have the special memory of going on an autumn
hayride each year or perhaps you remember enjoying caramel apples, powdered donuts and
apple cider with family and friends.
For many people thinking of autumn means
celebrating the great holiday of Thanksgiving.
People look forward to spending a day recounting all of the blessings in their lives. They
enjoy time surrounded by family and friends
and together they reflect upon the year behind
them and they dream and hope about the new
year ahead. Celebrating Thanksgiving is one of
the best reasons to anticipate the coming of
autumn.
Whether you have never really loved autumn or
whether it is your favorite of the seasons, think
about a new reason to appreciate the unique
time of year that is autumn.

